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We have five beautiful colours available – Natural
(clear finish), Biscotti (lightly white washed),
Classico (mid chestnut brown), Morello (black
coffee stain) and Bosco (rustic light brown). Every
piece of timber has a unique natural signature
with its colour tones and grain characteristics, as
individual as a fingerprint. Exceptionally attractive
wide format 189mm boards show the grain to
perfection, unlike the narrow widths used in multistrip planks. Perfect for every interior, casual or
formal, from stylish apartments to beach-side
homes. The warmth of an ECODURE Oak Floor will
bring years of pleasure.

Showroom & Direct Sales
61 Barry’s Point Road,
Takapuna, Auckland
Ph: (09) 489 3602

www.ecodureflooring.co.nz

For centuries wood has been the
favoured material for flooring.
ECODURE Oak is continuing the
tradition in New Zealand homes with a
range of beautifully crafted Engineered
Oak flooring. We work closely with
New Zealand’s leading home building
companies, architects, developers,
designers and countless home-owners.

quality

allergy friendly

value for money

We are often asked what the difference is
between French, American or European oak?
These are simply common names for different
family members of the Quercus (or oak genus),
not an indicator of quality. ECODURE Oak is a
selected premium grade oak which has almost
no knots when compared to lesser oak grades.
The lovely variation of natural grains and colours
are achieved by enhancing with a wash or
factory applied stains, or leaving the natural
colour as is. Our 15mm engineered boards have
a super thick 4mm of European Oak applied
on an 11mm plank, giving an impressive 15mm
plank depth. In fact, engineered oak is superior
in durability to solid oak, as the multidirectional
construction counteracts the effects of humidity
on natural wood, allowing each board to
expand and contract without warping or
cupping. Solid boards are far more susceptible
to warping along the natural grain lines of the
plank.

Do you or a family member suffer from dust or
pet allergies? Closely fitted UNICLIC boards leave
almost no space for dust mites or pet dander to
linger.
A quick swish with a microfibre dust-mop removes
dust in moments.

Ask us for a quote and be pleasantly surprised at
how cost effective ECODURE Oak is compared
with other wide plank engineered or solid
hardwood floors.

convenience
Take the worry out of a timber floor by
specifying an ECODURE pre-finished Oak Floor,
there will be no surprises, you will be able to see
the finished colour and quality even before the
floor has been installed.
Flooring may be laid either floated over an
underlay or directly glued to particle board,
plywood or professionally sealed and cured
concrete.
Our products come pre-finished with seven layers
of eco-friendly water-based matt polyurethane.
This includes two layers of Treffert’s world leading
anti-scratch technology. There is no sanding or
polyurethaning on site.
Note: The colours and photographs in this brochure are an
indication only. Oak is a natural product and subject to
variations in appearance.

environmental
ECODURE Oak floors are manufactured to the
highest environmental standards. The
processes and products are solvent and
toxin-free, meeting the demanding E0 European
standard. Wood floors, especially floated floors
on insulating underlay, have excellent insulating
properties reducing heat lost through the floor.

BAMBOO & OAK FLOORING SPECIALISTS

Planks should be dispersed evenly during laying.
Ecodure Oak flooring is not recommended
for wet areas such as bathrooms.
For full details on our products, care and technical
advice go to w w w.ecodureflooring.co.nz

